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I. ABSTRACT 

Photons of a maximum energy of 312 .:!: 15 Mev in the "spread-out" 

bremsstrahlung beam of the Berkeley electron synchrotron have been 

used to, produce charged mesonsfrorn deuterium and" hydrogen. The gas 

was bombardeel in a high-pressure, libw-temperature target at a pressure 
, \ 

of 140 atmospheres and a temperature of 77 0K. The u mesons that were 

produced were collimated at 450 , 900 and 1350 to the photon beam direc-

tion. u+ mesons were detected by scintillation crystals, using u-IJ., 

u-~, and u-IJ.-~ coincidence detection. u+ and u- mesons were detected 

with nuclear emulsions. The ratio of the number of u- to u+ mesons 

Pt~dueed from deuterium has been obtained as a function of the meson 

~t1ehgy at an atl~le of emission of 45°. The mean "'slUes of the minus

p1us ratio at 45° and 90° Q~e 0.96 .:!: O.il, and 0.98 ! 0.14, respec

tiv~ly. Ene~gy distributions for w+ mesons in cm2, per Mev, per 

st~radia.t1, per lIequi'\TEt-lent quantulII," per proton have been obtained 

trom hydrogen and deuterium at 135°, 90° and 45° and for w- mesons 

from deuterium at 45°. Ratios of these cross sections for meson pro

duetibtl from deuterium and hydrogen have been calculated. Differen

tl~l croes sections at each of· these angles ha.'\T9 been obtained by 

integrating under the energy distribution cur'\Tes. Ratios of the 

dirre~ential cross sections for w+ mesons from deuterium and hydrogen 

lira gi'\Ten • Total cross sections forn + meson 'production from deuterium 

and hydrogen ha'\Te been obtained and the ratio of the total cross sec

t.iOhl:1 is given. The experiment is in qualitative agreement with the 

theory of Che~ and Lewis but the statistics are pot sufficient to 

deterlIline the spin flip probability. 

I -I) 

° co....... 
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II . INTRODUCTION " 

The discovery of charged 11 mesons in 1947 by theBristo1groupl 

led to a' new approach in the study " of nuclear interactions; . Tr mesons 

have beenusedinproduct:Lon,scattering and absorption experiments for 

investigating these inter~ctions. The earliest 'information concerning 

meson production came from tosmic-ray experiments.WHh,the discovery2 

that Tr mesons could be made by bombardment of targets with particles 

from modern accelerators, it became 'feasible to' -undertake experiments 

under more controlled conditions. The production of 11 mesons by photons 

3 was definitely established by McMillan and Peterson when they observed 

mesons from targets'placed lnthe bremsstrahlung beam of'the 322 Mev 

Berkeley synchrotron. 'Further experiments by McMillan, Peterson and 

White,4 ahd by p,eterson, Gilbert and White, 5 using nuclear emulsion 

detection with carbon as the target, established the ratio of the, 

"number of 11- to 11+ mesons produced as 1.3. This value was fairly in-

dependent of the energy of the mesons or the angle to the beam at 

which they were observed. Energy distributions ,and differential cross 

sections were obtained at each of the angles, 45 0 , 900 , and 135° to the 

beam direction. The 'total cross section for the production, of the sum 

of vr+ and n- mesons was found to be 4.0,2: 1.6 x 10-28 cm2 per nucleus 
" ~o~ fJ-~ I~I ~ ."......$.. 

per "equivalent quantum." The number ofltequivalent quanta, ~Q, :ilS' -

defined as the total energy in the beam divided by the maximum photon 
6 

energy,; The production of"" meson pairs in,the target was estimated 

to be less than 2 percent of the cross section ,for T1' meson production. 

, " ,7 
Littauer ahd Walker have recently measured the minus-plus ratios 

of photomesons f:rom a nUmber of light-isotopes and the ratios of the 

production crosssectibnsto those fromhydrogen'at a meson energy-of 
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50 Mev and at an angle of emission of 1350 to the photon beam direction. 

They find a minus-plus ratio for carbon of 1.06. 
8 

Camac;. et al., for 

mesons of 65 Mev and meson angle of emission of 1350 finda.value of 

1.1. These. values are in good agreement with the value of Peterson, et 

a1. when data is selected fpr the above angle and energy and is only 

slightly ,outside the standard deviation of the overall value of 1.3. 

The experiments in which mesons are produced from photons bombard-, 

ing targets involve simpler interactions than those of particle bom-

bardment, and thus should be more subject to, theoretical interpretation. 

Brueckner ' s
9

theoretical calculations indicate that the above minus-

plus ratio cannot be explained solely by the interact~on of the photon 

with the currents of the moving particles, as this gave a minus-plus 

ratio which is depend,ent on the energy and the angle of emission of the 

meson. However, when he used an interaction with the anomalous mag-

netic moments of the nucleons, he obtained a minus-plus ratio which was 

essentially one, independent of angle and energy" 

CooklO has studied the photo production of 'n+ mesons from hydrogen 

using photographic emulsions for detection. BisrlOp, Steinberger and 
11,12 

Cook, investigating this reaction, made uS,e of the ~+ decay of the 

j.J.+ meson to detect the n+ mesons with scintillation crystals. They 

found an excitation curve which rises steeply for low photon energies 

then appears to level off at energies approaching 250 Mev. Their curve 

for the angular distribution of mesons from 250 Mev photons, in the 

center Qf mass system, appears fairly isotropic but increasing toward 

backwarq;angles. A simple photoelectric effect, or ,the scalar meson 

theory would give a dipole distribution that w,ould peak forward of 900 

because of the retardation terms. 9 Calculations by Brueckner indicate 

.. 

• 
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that the pseudoscalar theory 'should give' a roughly isotropic angular, -

distribution; however, -his va:Tu'es decrease as the angle increases -

contrary to'experiment. 

The photoproduction of Tf+ mesons as a function of A, the atomic 

13 
number, has been measured by Mozley. The number produced per nucleon 

in the targetma:y\~beappr6:x-:Lma-tely fitted by an A-1/3 curve. - Lit-tauer 

,7 ' 
and Walker have arrived at the 'same conclusion but obtained better , 

agreement if the sum of Tf+ and Tf- mesons is plotted as a function of 'A. 

They have also found deviations from a minus-plus value-of one. This 

-- deviation is especially prominent in Ca40 which has an even number of 

, protons and neutrons. They find the value 0.;58 for this minus-plus 

ratio. From Be9 these investiga:torsfind a value of 2.4 for the minus-

14 
plus ratio, which is in agreement with the value of 2.2 of Medicus. 

The higher neutron-proton ratio :in the nucleus is not sufficient to 

explain ,thisv-alue, but, in addition,-the loosely bound- neutron must be 

more actiVe in the production of mesons than the bther nucleons. 

J~5hasrecently measured the Tf+ photomesonproduction from He 

at 45 0 , 90b and 1350 to the beam direction and has measured the minus

'plus ratio at 45 0 .-

It is quite probable that production experiments with isotopes of 

a large number-of nucleons yield more information about the structure 

of the 'nuClertis,' and the meson interaction with nucleons before leaving 

the nucleus, - than, about - the initial act of the production of the meson 

itself. For infbrmation conc-erning the production act, therefore,bne 

-should do- experiments with light isotopes. It would be interesting to 

study the Tf- mesons from photons on free neutrons in order to get a com-

parison with'the information that now exists concerning the production df 

11,12 
n+ mesons from free protons. ,.' ,As a target of free neutrons is not 
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available, one may utilize the almost free neutron which exists in the 

deuteron.· As the radius of the deuteron is quite large, the meson 

production should be fairly independent of the structure. of the nucl.eus 

and of the absorptipn of the. mesons that seems to occur in heavier 

nuclei. 
16 . 

Feshbach and Lax have pointed out that unles.s· the spin of the. 

proton flips in the production of a meson and neutron in photon bom-. 

bardment of deuterium, the production cross section will be down rela-

tive to the free proton cross section. From the reaction of a photon 

on a deuteron which makes two.neutrons and a ty+ meson, if the deuteron 

is initially ~n the 3S state.· 

h u + D ~ 2n + ty+ 

----72p + ty 

3S ,1S, 3p 

it is immediately. seen that the resulting neutrons can only end in the 

13· s, P, ••••• states. The final state must be antisymmetric frorri the 

Pauli exclusion principle. If the final space state is symmetric, the 

spin state must be antisymmetric and vice versa. Unless the proton in 

the deuteron flips its spin in the reaction, the available phase space 

is reduced and the cross section is down relati{r~'to the cross section 

for production from a free proton. 
. 17 

Chew and Lewis have added that 

the ratio will be further reduced by an amount dictated by the binding 

energy of the deuteron. Using a phenomenological approach, they have 

calculated the ratio of the production cross sections from deuterium 

and hydrogen. Two constants appear- that can be determined experimentally 

by' a.measurement of the ratios of the cross sections. These constants 

are the amplitude for spin flip and the amplitude for non-spin flip. 

An exploratory experiment of Mozley and White,18 using light and 

• 
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1 . d t t· 11,13. d· heaVy wa~er targets and eectron~c m\3son e ec lon, ,,~n~?ated tqat 

the1T-+-m~son produc-tion,froID deuterium did not differ greatly from, the 

1T+ IDE?SOn production, f:'r.om hydrogen. 

The present experiment was designed ,to investigate the producti9n 

of 1T mesons :from deuterium as a function of both angle, ,of emission and 

1T m~son energy, and' to, measure the ratios of production cross s.ections 

for 1T + mesops from hydrogen and "deuterium. 

III. , EXPERlIvlEN TAL PROC EDURE 

The source of, photons for, this experiment 'was the 312 .:!: 15 Mev, 

bremsstrahlung "spread-out" beam from the Berkeley electron synchrotron. 

This beam was generated from the 322 .:!: 5 Ivlev electron beam which struck 

an internal 0.020-inch platinum target. The "spread-out" beam was 
<',ci~ 

obtained by modulating the rf accelerating voltage such that the elec-
48 

trans, spill into' the target over a period of about J, 000 !.1. sec. This 

occurs in such a way that about half the electrons hit the target 'before 

and after peak field is reached. The resulting spread in the maximum 

photon energy is about + 15'Mev. The emerging,beam had a full width at 
; ., 

half-intensity of 0.0135 radians. ' At 55 inches from the electron tar
.1(f° 

get the beam was defined bya one":inch tapered hole in a'nine.;.inch 

lead wall, as is shown in Fig. 1. Two secondary collimators were used 

to absorb the spray of electrons scattered fr'om the walls of the pri-

mary collimator. The first was a hole one inch in diameter and six' 

inches long, the second, one and one-half' inches in diameter and eight 

inches long, each bored from a lead block. The photon bea~ was 1.12 

inches in diameter at th'e ~ntrance' to the gas target and 1.45 inches 

in diameter at the exit end. The target and collimators were aligned 
'. . .' 

by means of a transit • Photographs of the beam confirmed the fact that' 
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the target was aligned. The beam was monitored by means of an·ioniza-

tion chamber placed in front of the primary collimator. ~A second 

ionization chamber placed ten feet behind the rear end of the target 

was used as a check on the front monitor~ 

Mesons produced in the gas of the target were channeled by means 

of lead collimators and the nominal angles of 1350 , 900 and 45 0 were 

defined by uranium slits. The meson energy was defined by lead absorb-

ers. Mesons in the proper energy interval stopped and were detected 

either in nuclear emulsions or in coincidence crystal detectors.· A 

photograph of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2. 

A. Target 

Two types of targets were considered for this experiment. As the 

boiling point of hydrogen is 4 ~ lower than the boiling point of 

deuteriUin, one could use liquid hydrogen to ljquefy deuterium for a 

liquid target. The alternative was to use a high-pressure,low-tempera-

ture gas target similar to the type 
. 19 

used in the capture of TT- mesons. 

The liquid type had the advantages of a higher deuterium density by a 

factor of two, and less stainless steel in the beam which can produce 

mesons and cause electron background. It could, therefore, be used as 

a point target. The high-pressure low-temperature target, however, had 

the great advantage of simplicity in design and 'for this reason was 

selected for the experiment. 

The assembly of the target is shown in Fig. 3. The photon beam 

traversed 0.045 inch of stainless steel on each end of the target, 

0.005 inch of vacuum wall and 0.040 inch of pressure wall. Mesons, 

produced in the gas of the target, which were emitted perpendicular to 

the axis of the target, had to penetrate a 0.080-inch pressure wall, 

~ ,"" 

~, 

• 

• 
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0.31 inch of liquid nitrogen, a O.012-inch liquid nitrogen wall, and 
, . 

. finally, a 0.027 ..;incl:l vacuum wall. The IlDnimum energy of, n.fne sons that 

could penetrate,this. material was ,22 Mev; at 45 0 and 1350 the minimum 

.' energy was 27 Mev. The hemispherical end pieces-were screwed on to the. 

cylindrical center section so that the pressure,e?Certed by the gas was 

transmitted. to the screw threads. Tl1e gas seal was made by welding., the 

. end caps onto the, center section. The pressl?-re chamber was hydrostat-

ically tested at'room temperature to 240 atmospheres .. Gas tests were 

made at a temperature of 77 0K to 340 atmospheres. In actual usage the 

pressure was never allowed to exceed 150 atmospheres at 77 0K so that 

one always had a tested safety factor of greater than two and a calcu-

lated safety factor of greater than four. In addition, two safety 

patches were inserted (as shown in Fig. is which would break at 220 
. . 

atmospheres and allow the gas to expand into a cylinder of large volume. 

The liquid nitrogen was stored in a'tank above the target and fed 
. ·t. 

to the cooling wall through pipes. Two thermocouples were placed in the· 

tank at different levels and the signals were sent to an automatic 

recorder in the c01mting area so that one had a record of the levels at 

all times and could fill the tank when necessary. After equilibrium 

conditions had been reached, the nitrogen supply would last f'jr at 

least four hours. A third thermocouple was placed on one of the .end, 

caps so that one aisohad a record of the temperature of the pressure 

wall, and thus the gas, at all times. 

One tube from the gas pJ;:essure cylinder was led directly to the 

counting area to a calibrated pressure gauge .. From this gauge .the 

pressur:e of the g~s was read at .in;tervals. The number of target pro

tons per ',cm3 was .obtained from the gressure-volume VE;3rsus pressure 

20 
curves of Johnston et, ·a1., Their values are given to 0.1 percent· 
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accuracy.·· 

The vacuum system was for the purpose of lowering the heat conduc-

tion to the wall which was at room temperature, and for conserving the 

liquid nitrogen in the dewar. Without this vacuum system. the walls of 

the target would ice to the point that the meson energies would.be 

indeterminate. To obtain the vacuum of about 10~6 mm of Hg a 20-liter 

oil diffusion pump was used, backed by a Duo Seal fore pump. A photo-

graph of the target, collimators and detectors is shown in Fig. 5. 

B. Gas Pumping System 

The gas pumping system is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The 

hydrogen pump wB:s used to increase the pressure of the gas from cylinder 

pressure, about 115 atmospheres, to about 140 atmospheres. After using 

the hydrogen gas, it was discharged through a grounded hose to a safe 

distance outside the building. Because of the expense of the deuterium, 

it was necessary to recover it after each bombardment. The recovery 

19 
system of Panofsky, et a1. was used for this purpose. The pressure 

system was pumped down to about 1 mm of Hg pressure in each gas ex-

change to insure negligible mixing of the gases. The change-over time 

to equilibrium conditions from a hydrogen bombardment to a deuterium 

bombardment was. about one hour. The limitation on the speed of this 

operation was impose~ by the speed of the deuterium oil pumping system. 

When comparison among gases was desired at least three changes of the 

gases were made in each 16-hour bombardment period. 

C.· Collimators. and Slits 

An element with a high nuclear charge,Z, is most effective in 

stopping electrons and photons in the bremsstrahlung and pair produc-

tion region. For this reason Pb was selected for the collimating system. 

~ . .,., 

'if 

.. 

• 
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Two sections through the 'lead c'ollirnating system are illustrated 

schematically i'n Figs. 6 and 7. 'Fig>6 is Ii section'perpendicular t'o 

the pho'ton beam direction at the center of the target. 'Five identical 

collimating systertJs were arrangedazitnuthallyaboutthe beam direction. 

'The lOwer bollimatin'g- system was' used 'only f~r the rioincldence crystal 

detectors. 'rheother four were used for the 'nuclear emulsion detection. 

Four identical collimating systems allow the simultaneous measurement 

of four different energies at each of the three angles of observation. 

This s{multaneous exposure of emulsions is necessary for the conserva-

tion of beam time. 

Fig. 7 iSB plane section though one of the collimating systems. 

The three items that were IIiost important in design of the collimating 

system were: a)a sufficiently large solid angle and length of target 

that statistics' could be obtained in a reasonable length of time with 

the photon intensity available; b) enough angular discrimination so 

that the angles of emission of mesons that reach the detector are 

reasonably defined; and c) sufficientshieldin~ against electrons that 

the meson signal can be detected above the electron background. 

In the@3ometrical arrangement used, the angles as defined by the 

slits are given in Table I. 

Table- I. Angular resolution of the collimating systems . 

Detector Angle 

Nuclear Emulsions 45 0 + 170 

- 150 

900 .!: 160 

Crystal 900 .!: 160 

13r:.o + 
, , ./ - 190 

These angles ma~ be combined with the expected r .m. s. multiple scatter

'ing angle calculated for mesons passing through lead and glass absdtbers 
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from 70 Mev down to 200 microns from the end of their range (2 lViev). 

The resulting widths of the calculated meson dist.ributions fit the 

observed distributions very nicely; this is illustrated for .the. 

nominal angles of 900 and 45 0 in Fig. 8. The calculati.ons were based 

th th d f E' 21 d F Id 22 on e me 0 so, yges an. 0 y for scattering of particles while 

undergoing energy loss in absorbers. There is, of cour"se, some pepe-' 

tration of the slits; however, this is small and corrections are made 

for this. 

In order to minimize slit penetration, it is desirable to use a 

material which has a maximum stopping power per unit length. Uranium 

fits this specification. It was found that the low-energy gammas from 

the uranium did not contribute appreciably to the single-grain back-

ground on the nuclear emulsions, nor to background counts in the crys-

tals. In addition, if the slits are placed far apart, for this experi-

ment two inches, .the slit penetration is decreased. and the solid angle 

and length of target observed are increased. This, however, is at the 

expense .of angular resolution. The part of the emulsion scanned was 

in the shadow of the slits, as was most of the crystal in which the 

.mesonsstopped, so very few electrons or mesons could be reflected at 

small angles off the slits into the detectors. The slit was also cut 

away on the back side, the side nearest the detector, so that only 

electrons or mesons reflected from it at large angles could reach the 

detectors. 

D. Absorbers 

An absorber material is desired that has a large stopping power 

per unit length and introduces a minimum of multiple scattering of the 

mesons. In addition, since many high energy electrons are made in the 

• 
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ends of the stainless steel target anci are then scattered into the 

detectors from the cylindrical walls of the target, they must ,be either 

attenuated before reaching the detector or allowed to pass ,through 

unaffected with the hope they will not contribute to the background of 

the detector. Three pos,sible absorber materials areAl, Cu and Pb, 

which have "radiation lengths!' for, fast electrons of about 10, 1. 5 and 

0.5 cm. Al can be immediately rejected because of its low stopping 

, power per unit length i Cu is slightly better than lead for the first 

qualification, and certainly better for the second. Either Cu or Pb 

absorbers must, pe as thick as 8 cm in order to stop the high energy 

thesons. This is e dietanceof several radiatiort lengths, eiven for 

'copper. ,Tl1ea.ltern~tive of allowing the electrons end photons to pass, 

unhitld~:r~dlJwas abandoned in favor of the method of rapid 'degradation 

t)fthe energy qf the ale,ctrons and photons. Pb 'fI'Ias selected for thi,s 

,l:'M.Mh although it does,introduce more multipl~ sca.ttering than Cu. 

, '1'h~~& is an additional reason for selecting lead. If the cross section 

ro~ I1Uclea.r interactions of mesons in the absorbers is anuclea.r area, 

lead will have less nuclear interaction per unit stopping power than 

'COpP!l:'. 

i.the teMrgies of the tT l/lesons that stopped ,in the detectors 'tias 

23 
detertl1ineo. from. the range-energy curves of Aron, at 8.1.,; and the 

24,25 
rang~~energy ,curve for glass and emulsion. , 

Eo t>~tectors 

, Whtln' photons' strike deuterons, both ". + and ".- mesons are produced.. 

Sorne,of these mesons arfi) slowed down and will stop in the' detector. 

There is good evidence that in the ,presence of matter 'fT mesons are 

a.lmost invariably captured after coming to rest as several thousand rr 
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meson endihgshave been observed in emulsions without conclusive evi-
_ ~i. 

. .' 26 
dence of a" n-tJ. ending. + rr mesons, on the other hand, arerepulsecl by 

the coulomb field of the nucleus and will decay itlto tJ.+mesons with a 
27,28 

characteristic mean life of 2.6 x 10-8 sec. 'These decay tJ. mesons 

have an> energy of about 4 Mev and, in turn, decay into positrons with a 
29 

mean life of 2.lx 10-6 sec. These properties were used to identify 

both n+ and n- mesons in nuclear emulsions from the tracks left by the 

ionizing particles. There are many electronic meson detection systems 

which use some combination of Hf' Range, pulse height, time of flight, 

and decay property of the rr+ and tJ.+ meson. For this experiment the 

n+-tJ.+ coincidemce detection scheme of Jakobson, Schulz and Steinberger, 28 

the f?> decay of the' tJ.+ meson, called n- (3 coincidenoe detection, used by 
11,29 

other experimenters, . and coincid.ences between these schemes, called 

n-tJ.-~· detection, were chosen for detection of n+ mesons. The coincidence 

crystal'detection was used for detailed statistics of the energydis-: 

tribution, and the nuclear emulsions for fixing absolute cross sections 

'and for determination of the deuterium minus-plus ratio. 

1. Crystal coincidence detection. Some of the n+ mesons leave 

the target, pass through the ~bsorber and first crystal and stop in the 

second crystal, as illustrated in the block diagram of electronics, Fig. 

9.. If such an event occurs, a scintillation from each of the crystals 

is observed by its photomultiplier. The individual signals are signals 
30 

are sent to a Wiegand-type distributed coincidence. If the signals 

occur in a time separated by less than 10-8· see ., the resulting coin-

cidence signal is delayed by the desired amount· of RG63!U cable and is 

then used to open a gate of 8 x 10-8 sec. If the tr+ meson decays into 

'a tJ.+ meson during the time interval that the gate is open, a'coineidence 

occurs in the n+-f..L+ distributed coincidence circuit, and a n+-tJ.+ meson 

.~ 

• 

.. . 



is registered 'on scaTer 2. 'In a similar manne~" the' trt -rr+ pulse may be 

used tocipen a: series of~+ gate~.The beta coincidences are registered 

on scalers 7, 8,9 and! 10. As the !J.+ -f.l+ decay mean·life is 2 x 10-6 

sec.~ . shaping circuits can be used along with the slower coincidence 

circuits. The first beta gate may be put into coincidence with the 

rr-!J. signal to form the rr-!J.-~ coincidence. 

The best data were collected from the rr';'!J. coinci,dence as the back-

ground from the n-~ was high and the counting rate from the rr-!J.-(, low. 

The beam level was set for most efficient counting with the n-!J. coin-

cidences and except at low meson energies, thin absorbers, the photon 

beam could be held to its maxirnumlevel. The spread-out beam of the 

synchrotron, about 3,000,microseconds, was used to increase the duty 
.,. 

cycle. As the electrons are peeled off before, during and after peak 

magnetic field the spread-out beam has a slightly lower peak mean 

photon energy, 312 ~ 15 Mev, than the spiked beam, 322 ~ 5 Mev. 

Different counting methods were used to count the same events; 

therefore, it would appear 'possible to determine the efficiencies of 

each of the three methods and the actual number of n+ mesons that 

stopped in the crysta]. This determination is dependent on the fact 

that all n+ mesons stopping in the second crystal must open gates. 
,.; -

Counting rate versus photomultiplier voltage curves were run for the 

stopping crystal but no clear-cut rr meson plateaus were observed. The 

ef:ficiencies were, therefore, calculated from the nuclear emulsion 

data and this determination showed that at the photomultiplier voltages '. . ' -

used, 1200 v, only about half the n+ mesons stopping in the last crys

tal opened gates. The measured efficiencies and the typical ratios of 
., ' ; ,:. 

the background counts to true counts are given in Table II. The count-

ing rate for the n-j.L coincidences was of the order of one per minute at 
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Table II. Crystal coincidence detection 
efficiencies and background 

Detection Efficiency BaCkgt:ounV 
Method Counts True 

Counts 

n-\-, 0.27 2 - 5 

n-IJ. 0.077 0.10 - 0.20 

n-IJ.-(3 0.027 NO.Ol 

the nominal angle to the beam of 900 and at energies of about 70 Mev. 
. . . 

The background ~ountin:g rates were compatible with those calculated 

from the number of gates opened, the singles counting rate, the duty 

cycle, and length of the gates. Additional information concerning the 
·28,15 

counting techniques is available. 

2. Photographic emulsion detection. Ilford C-2 nuclear emulsions 

were selected for exposure .as their sensitivity is about optimum for 

meson detection. The sensitivity is low enough that the n meson tracks 

show a rapid grain density change in the last. two hundred microns of 

track length, yet high enough that the lightly ionizing IJ. mesons can be 

identified on the ends of n mesons. The large amount of mUltiple 

scattering near the meson ending is an additional aid in identifying 

the mesons. Certain types of mesons have endings which make identifi

cation easier. When meson track endings are observed under a micro-

scope, three distinct types are noted: 1) n-IJ., a meson leaving the 

ending. This event was surely a n+ meson decaying into a IJ.+ meson. 2) 

Cr, one or more ionizing particles leaving the ending. This event is 

certainly a ft"" meson which was captured by a nucleus of the emulsion. 

3) f" nothing leaving the ending. This event could be a n- meson which 

was captured in a nucleus of the emulsion and one o~ more neutrons were 

emitted, a IJ.+ meson from the decay at rest of a n+ meson outside the 
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etn~1eion; a. IJ.+" or!:L'-me~on 'from decay in flight· of' a 1T+ or 1T meson. 

The ntinlber of ".+mssoneending in the emulsion is certainly equal 

to thenumbst' of tr+~iJ.+ endingsae ".-llIescms at rest in emulsions very 
. '" 26 .' . 

seldom, if ever, deca.;Y'. There is good evidence that a negligible 
, b + i ' , 31,32 number, if a.ny; d~ the it mesohS decay d rectly into positron:s. " 

Thenumber6t tim ~e~ons ending in the emulsion is $qual,tol.37 

, tim~s the htitnber bf' ttendinge observed,asdataontnagnetical1y sorted 
, ' , 33 

1T- tnesonsshowtha.t 0.73 ! 0.02 of the 1T~ mesons formstaI's.' This: 

nUlIlber has been verified withIn statistics by Peterson,et aL 
5 

Thetrackendihg ofa !J.+meson is always of the p type because,it 
, ' 34 

always dec8.jTS into e. }':joaittClrt, and llford C-2 emulsions are rtotsen-
, ".35, -, : '., J" i . 

shive enough torecbrd ~l~tltton trackS. Jones and Whlte, in lin 
. , 

experiment with ti"'mest:lnl!! produced from alpha-particles on ca.rbon~' 

'fbund a region in: their ~ttiUlSion in which only IJ.- meSCltiS, 'from deca, ttl 

flight of Tr~ mesohs,we1"s located. They 1'4Sre, able to put a limit ot I 
i 

.! 0.07 ! 0 .. 03 On the hutrtb~r of !J.- mesons which forIll, stars • Reeentl.y 

(}eorge an·dE\Tt=l.hS,36 rroirl studies of nuclear etnulsionl1l e~posedunder ... 
gt'6und,fouhd that 0.05, .± 0.011 of thell- mMons that stop in thsir 

emulsions produde sta2'~~ AS there is e"tl'idence, to be discussed later, 

that no !J.- mesons are produced in'the target, the (lnly~- mesons which 

~top in the emuisloh will be those from dec~yin flight. Since less 

than 0.05 of the 'IT- mesons decay in flight, the fraction of stars found 

ih theemulsiop:due toiJ.";' mesons is negligible; The types 'of track 

etldings of the four kinds of mesons arestunmariied in Table III. 
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Table III. SUmmary of track endings 

Meson Track Ending 

-1T cr"l n = (1, 2, 3, ..... ) = number of pr'0ngs 
p 

n+ n-fJ. 

-IJ. f' 0-0 . 

+ 
IJ. f , 

The nuclear emulsions were backed by 1 x 3 x 1/16 inch glass plates. 

They were eX'posed in lead boxes in stacks of five with eight glass 

plates on the top and bottom to guarantee a uniform stopping materiaL 

This method. of exposure was economical of beam time as nuclear emul .... 

sions could be pulled at different exposures and blank glass plates 

inserted. The exposures ranged from 1 x 1012 to 5 x 1012 equivalent 

quanta. All emulsions exposed to the maximum number of photons were 

suitable ·for reading except for those which recorded the lowest energy 

mesons (no absorber energies). With emulsions exposed near the synchro-

tron beam the background limitations are imposed by the single grain 

background from the many electrons which traverse the emulsions. AI-

though the emulsions used were not sensitive enough to record their 

tracks, the electrons make grains developable at intervals along their 

path and enough of these grains tend to fog the emulsions. The single 

grain background on the emulsions indicated that practically all of the 

electrons were coming from the target. 

In order to obtain absolute cross sections, it was necessary to 

have a measurement of the emulsion thickness before development; if 

one knows the shrinkage factor and the thickness after development the 

original thickness is easily obtained. This shrinkage factor was found 

by sending 390 Mev alpha-particles·through the emulsions at an angle of 

450 to the plane of the emulsion. As the emulsions shrink only in the 
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dimension perpendicular t.o the plane of the emulsion" the pro,jected 

track length after development is equal to the original thickness 

before development, The ranges of the alpha-particles and the thiqkness 

of the emulsion after development could be measured to an accuraC¥ of 

greater than one percent and in certain' regions of the emulsions th,e 

angle of the alpha~particle ,beam was known to about a degreE'!; except 

for a few Ecattered alphas which could be discarded. , Howe:ver, in some 

of the developmeqts the layers of emulsion::;lid relative to one another 

which caused the alpha~particle tracks to appear curved. Because qf 

inaccuracies introduced by this warpage, the error in the shrinkage 

factor is estimated to be as large as 5 percent. The value used in 

this experiment was 2.42 .! 0.12. As all of the emulsions were taken 

from the same batch,and as all received the same development treatment, 

the relative thicknesses should be good to about 2 percent. An addi
\ 

tional factor affecting the thickness was relative-humidity on the day 

of bombardment by alpha~particles versus that on the days the plates 

were exposed to mesons. Very little is known about the thickness of 

the emulsions relative to the humidity conditions. 

The total volume of emulsion scanned for the 'deuterium exposures 

was about 0.6 em3, for the hydrogen exposures about 0.4 em3 . 

F. Photon Beam Monitor 

The photon beam was monitored by two ionization chambers, one 

placed before the primary collimator, the other placed 10 feet behind 

the target, as is shown in Fig. 1. The fore ionization chamber was 

used as the absolute monitor and the one aft as a check .on the first. 

The ratios of the readings from the two chambers were essentially con-

stant throughout the run~ The fore ch.amber was calibrated by Blocker, 
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37· '. 
Kenney ,and Panofsky, . and they estimate, the absolute calibration to 

be good to better than 20 percent. The relative values as estimated 

from the ratios of the readings of the ionization chambers should be 

better than two percent. In order to miniinize drifts in the monitors 

and detection equipment, the data .was taken ,cyclically. When an energy 

distribution was being run, a given gas'wasleft in the target and the 

absorbers (energies of the TT+ mesons being detected) were ·changed 

, cyclically. When comparison among gases was desired" the energy was 

kept constant and the gases were changed. Als? comparisons among 

angles were made in a like manner. 

., 
\\ 

IV. VALIDITY OF TT MESON IDENTIFICATION 

As evidence that TT mesons were, in truth, deiected and that these 

mesons came fl'om the gas of the target, thefollowin(5 facts ~re givem. 

A. Coincidence Crystal Detection 

It will be first established that these detection methods do in-

deed detect n+ mesons, and, second,1 that these mesons must have been 

produced in the gas of the target. 1) The TT-IJ. detection equipment has 

been used 5ucces13fully for obtainiq.g the value of the n+'mesonmean 
. 28 . 38 
life. 2) This TT-IJ. equipment has been useq for reproducing the 

"hydrogen peak" in the meson distrioution curve from protons bombard-
39 

ing protons previously reported by Cartwright, et ale 3) When the 

maximum photon beam energy was reduced below the threshold for meson 

production; the· number of true counts approached zero but the back

ground counts remained. 4) The shape 9f the rr+ meson energy distribu-

tion at 900 from photons on hydrogen cOlllpares well with the one obtained 

12 
by Bishop, et al. whdse data was optair~d from the TT-~ equipment. 

,I 

., ,. 

,1 
.·f 
!f 
i 

:1 
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5) The relative shapes of the distributions obtained by each of the 

counting methods agree within statistics at both90b and 1350 to tke 

beam direction. 6) 
I .'. 

The ratio of the number of mesons produced froln 

deuterium and hydrogen at an anglei to the photon beam of 900 and meson 

energy of 70 Mev as determined by the coincide:nce crystal detection and 

by nuclear emulsion detection agree within statistics. 
'. I. . 

A run was made with the experimental setup identical to the usual 

runs except no gas was allowed iIi. the pressure chamber •. With the crys-

tals in a position to detect 55 Mev mesons emitted at 900 , no counts 

were observed in a time in which 75 counts with the n-IJ. equipment would 

normally be observed. The number of mesons of this energy and angle of 

emission from the stainless steel target walls was therefore negligible. 

B. Nuclear Emulsion Detection 

It has previously been noted that at each of the nominal angles, 
, . 

900 and 45 0
, the experimental angular distribution of mesons, 200 

microns from their endings,fits the. expected distribution. Therefore, 

these particles must have been emitted from the target and follow the 

multiple scattering distribution of mesons. In Fig. 10 tlie distribu-

tion of the various types of mesons with depth is shown. Near the 

surface of the emulsion, or near the glass, the tracks are shorter .and 

therefore more difficult to identify. .' Also, if prongs or mesons are 

emitted from the ending there is a possibility that they will be missed. 

If one discards data withiri three microns (after development) from both 

the surface and the glass, the distribution is then constant within 

statistics and the identification is constant with depth ihthe emul

sion. Only data m~eting the above criterion was used. This step re-

moved about 7 percent of the available emulsion volume. 
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In Fig. 11 is shown a plot of the lengths of the paths of the 

mesons, measured from their endings back to the point where theyent,ered 

or left the emulsion.,' These ranges were measured to only about 10 " 

percent accuracy. Again th~ diE3tribution of ranges is that to be ex-

pected except for those mesons of, avery short range. The distribu

tion of IJ,+ mesons from the endsofn+ mesons lends itself rather easily 

, , to analysis • The expected distribution function for is()tropic emission 

of IJ,+ mesons from the ends of n+ mesons has been plotted along with the 

observed distribution. ,The shape of the calculated distribution is not 

too 'sensitive to the exact thickness of the emulsion or to exact amount 

of emulsion that is rejected near the surface and glass. In the experi

mental plot are 520 mesons, 80 of which are complete. The complete lJ."" 

mesons are those which traveled their total range of 600 microns in the 

emulsion. The curve on the plot was normalized in the region of 50 t() 

. SOO'microns. As n+ mesons with very short IJ,+ meson decays are certainly 

more difficult to find than those with long decay tracks or n-lJ. com

pletes, the lack of IJ,+ mesons in the 0-50 micron interval is to be 

expected. The cUrve fitted in this manner would predict 76 'n-lJ. com~ , 

pletes, well within the statistics of the 80 observed. It would also 

indicate that about 7 percent of the total n+ mesons were not seen. 

The curve could also be normalized from 50 microns to infinity (all 

ranges above 600 microns would be included in the n-lJ. completes). 

fit would predict 79 n-IJ, completes and would indicate that about 10 

percent of the total n+ mesons were missed. 

This 

Plots of the angular distribution of all types of mesons fbr the 

nominal angle of 450 are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. From the deuterium 

plot, one can see that the distribution of IJ,+ mesons fromn+ endings is ' 

uniform in angle of emission. The n+ and n- mesons are certainly coming 

'1 
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from the target •. ' The, o.i,s:t.ribution, of f .mesons.shows a un~form;pa,ck~ 

ground of IJ.+ mesons plus a. hump from the target direction. If,one sub

tracts from this :,distribution the uniform, background' oflJ.t mesons from 

decay" at re,stof 1T:-' mesons and the number of lJ.+and IJ.- mesons, due to 

decay in flight of the 1T mesons, the remaining number of f mesons must 

be from 1T- mesons which do not form stars plusanYIJ.,mesons that might 

have been produced in the target. If all of the remaining me;sohs are 

considered 1T-mesons, which do notf'orm stars, one arrives at the prong 

distribution of. tr- mesons shown in Table IV., The. data of Adelman and 

40 
Jones, Menon, and Adelman, has been included ·for comparison. If one 

takes their fraction of 1T- mesons which do not form, stars, the ratio of 

the cross se,ction for. IJ. meson product ibn to 1T+ meson production in the 

target is. then ~Oo04 i,0.08. Within statistics there were no IJ. lnesons 

produced in the target; thil? value is in agre~ment with the experiment 
. ' 5 

in which carbon was bombarded by photons. . The ana.lysis of.the hydrogen 

data, Figo ,13, ,gives a similar result. If, on the other hand,one 

as,sumes no ,IJ. mesons are made in the target, the experimental fraction 

of 1T~ mesons. which give ho ionizing tracks at their endings agrees· 

w1thin staU:stics with the value of Adelman. 

There is some difficulty in distinguishing between n+ mesons with 

veryshor!:- decay IJ.+ meson tracks and1fm~ons withohe very lightly 

i'onizing short prong. Analysis. of magnetically sorted 1T-mesonsindi-. 

ca'ted that almost always an'"' meson with a ligh:tlyionizing prong was 

aC,companied by a ,11 club, II .which _is thought to ,be the recoil of the " 
5' . . · :.' 

. nucleus .. " This cri,terion ,was used'- in identification with the,resulting 

number",of 01: mesoi'ls/shown in Table IV. : As thi~ numbe.:r"atrees witl:).in 
.r' 40 

,statistics with the value of Adelman,. et al., it' is £houghttha~ th~ 

separation petwe.enn-'IJ. and, cJlmesons .was ,made correctly. Tpeprong 
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distribution' of 0"' mesons al'soagrees, within statistics, with. the 

values given in Table IV. 

Table IV. Fractional number of prongs fi'om ()mesons 

. , L Adelman and Jones, Menon et . al., 
Adelman 

from JOJ '(j' mesons from J366 cr mesons 

(/0 0.23 '+ 0.08 0.268 + 0.021 -
()l 0.26 + 0.03 0.237 + 0.007 - -
(/2 ·0.28 ' + 0.03 o. 239~ 0.007, - " 

(JJ 0'.15 + 0.02 - 0.16J + 0.006 - --
0"4 0.06 + 0.01 0.077 + 0.004 -

---

Ci5 0.02 + 0.01 0.014 ~ 0.001 -
cr6 O.OOJ + - 0.003 0.001 .! 0.001 

In'order to get true minus-plus ratios, the'relative efficiencies 

for'n+ and 11- meson detection must be known. The previous discussion 
l 

indicated'that up to 10 percent of the n+ me'sons might not have been 

seen, or were classified with the (' mesons, mainly because some of the 

shortlJ.+ meson prongs escaped unnoticed. Many short n- mesons are 

slightly easier to identify because of the heavily ionizing tracks at 

their endings. However, some of these are confusable with the low-

energy photon.;.iriduced stars in the emulsion and might be missed. In 

addition, there are probably a few missed which emit a' very high energy 

proton that is not seen. In view of these arguments it is felt that 

the relative detection efficiencies are about equal, and if systematic 

errors are present it would tend to lower the minus-plus ratio slightly. 

Most internal checks indic'ate that the absolute efficiencies 'of ob-

servers is greater than 90 percent. Since. these absolute efficiencies 

are not known prec:i.~ely, the ·dat'a was not corrected f'or ,observer effi-

ciancy. IIi order to minimize observer error, 'the area 'of the emulsion 
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;;.' 'to be' scanned was' divided ihtb'two'parallel strips,' each 1 'em: X· 2·~-5'·. cm • 

. Each area was 'scatmed by a different observer. C omparingthe da:ta. from 

the two areas showed no systematic error that could.be attributed .to 

either: or the tWb observers who took, data! for 'this experiment- •. ' 

Additional evidence was obtained 'from the<hydrcgen' exposur'~'s' which 

indicated that the detect'ed mesons were coming from the 'gas ·of .. the~ 

target. At the nominal angle of 450 to the beam direction, 220 n-~ 
~ 

endings' were observ·ed and only 31f endings .. " At. 900 ,100 1T-~ and.2 .(j 

ending's' were seen. All of'these '(5" mesons canie from the target direc':' 

tioh whieh indicates they were not cosmic.:.ray produced. ,It is thought 

that TT- mesons cannot be made from photons on proton,s. ' SinGe photons 

on stainless steel should give abouta~ many;'n+ as TT- mesons, it follows 

that the background6r' TT'+ or TT- mesons from the target walls is less 

than 2 'percent of the Tr +'. mesons from· the hydrogen gas. 'On the other 

hand, if all of the mesons came from the gas in the target,one,has.the 

result that the number ofTi- me'sons produced from hydrogen :its about 2 

percent of the number of TT+ mesons; this alternative is considered 

qui tei improbable ~ . 

V. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

A. Minus-Plus Ratio 
:';. '. 

A quantity which should be independent of beam monitoring, density 

of the bombarded'gas, and geometry considerations is the minus-plus 

ratio. It is, however, dependent on the relative observer efficiencies 

for detection of TT- and TT+ mesons. In a particular TT meson energy 

interval and angle of emission, the minus-plus ratio is simply: 

[n-] _ 1.37 ~' 
[TT+] [rr - ~ 
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where [cr 1 ~ and [n -~j are the numbers of () and n-~ meson :eyents found 

in the volume of emulsion corresponding. to the particular n,meson'energy 

and angle. 

An alternate, less reliable, method of obtaining' the, ratio is ·of 

. interest in indicating 'experimental consistency., The total number of 

mesons observed in'agiven voltuneof emulsion'is . " 

Since the number of ~+. mesons observed in the volume· of emulsion from 

de'cay of n+ mesons at rest is equal to the number of n+ mesons, and 

since no ~' mesons are produced in the target, substitution, into the 

above equation gives 

2 + fd 
0.73 [Tl - (1 + fd) 

I§] 

where fd is the fraction of ~ mesons, ·from decay in flight of nmesons, . 

,. which stop in the volume of emulsion. 

" i The reason that this is a less reliable method is that, the total 

number 'of mesons includes f endings which are more difficult to iden

tify than n-~ or ~ endings as there is no distinguishing event at 

their endings. 

B. Cross Sections 

For a line source emitting n mesons, in the case where there is 

only one other particle in the final state, e.g., photons bombarding 

protons to give a n+ meson and a neutron, the differential cross sec·-

tion can be found from the following formula: 

\I 
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Figure 14 

',a 

dc:r (9, k) 
dn 

h 

w 

the efficiency of the detector. 

the effective height of the detector. 

the effective VJidth of the detector. 

'the effect'ive length of the detector. 

AN are the' rtumber' of counts observed" at a particular meson 
energy~;,and average angle of emission, G. 

,.. , ... '4 

dq/dk are the number of quanta of energy k,which contribute to 
'the production' of the mes'ons.' This factbrdeperids on the 
detailed shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. " 

dk/dE relates the photon energy interval to the meson energy 
interval.!.' '. T'his factor may' be obtained from knowledge of 
k=f(E,G) . 

dE/d.'\. 'relates the range interval of the 'detector to the energy 
interval of mesons leaving the target. It is a function 
of 9 and E .. 

n is the number of target particles per unit volume, in this 
experiment, either the number of protons or neutrons per 
unit volume: . "' 

G (9) = ff d;~t = ;. If dwd9 This is the' geometrical factor 

that changes only in going from one ave~age' angle t'o . 
another. 

R i;:; the distance from an interval of length. of the'. target, 
dt, to the detector. ' .• . 

, ,\. 

a is the perpendicular distance' from 'the line SC111rceto 'the 
detector. 
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If there are more than two particles in the final state, the 

energy of the T1 meson is not a single valued function of the photon 

ehergy, and dk/dE is not defined. One method of evaluating data is to 

£9-replace dk by the number of equivalent quanta, Q, where ,the number 
dk 

of equivalent quanta is defined as the total energy in t.he beam divided by 

the maximum photon energy. The cross section, with the number of 

equivalent quant.a defined in this way, is then for crystal coincidence 

detection, 

d2cr (9.E) = 
dE dfi. 

for nuclear emulsion detection, 

1 AN 1 dR 1 
~hd G (9) dE Qn 

where (6N/6V) is the number of meson events recorded per unit volume 

of emulsion a.t a particulaI'ti meson energy E, and angle of emission 9, 

g(e) equals G(9) per unit width, w, of the emulsion. 

The differential 
2 .' 
d~ (g>E) over dE 
dEdr~ 

cross section can be found by integrating 

and the total cross section by integrating dO"/dn over dn 

The data must be extrapolated from 0 to 40 Mev to obtain the differen-

tia·l;crpss sections" and over t.he angles that were not measured to 

obtain t~e tot~l cross sectiens. 

It is worth noting that for a point source emitt.ing mesons, t.he 

meson density at the detector is a volum~ effect alone and therefore 

. independent of the size or orientation. of the detector. 
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It is a property of a line source which )emits isotropicallythat 

the number of events detected by a point. detector~peruni~angl€ is 

independent of the angle .from.which they come •. ,Therefore, ;ata given 

average collimator angle, ~, .the geometry. factors G (9) or'g{G} will be 

constants as a function of G until ,the' source is limited at:the detec-

tor by the slit system. . In order· to evaluate the geometry factor over 

the whole length of effective target,' it is'necessary tO'doa numerical 

integration from the point where the elernentof· target no longer sees 

all'of the detector~to·the point where the detector is completely 

hidden behind the slit system. The uranium slits are not· perfectly 

opaque to the mesons, therefore, geometrical considerations based on 

~the'6paque slit must be corrected. 

! : 
"·1 

VI. CORRECTIONS 

In order to obtain the proper'values of the cross'sections, .cer-

tain corrections must be applied to ths' data which. are inserted !into 

the cross section formulae. 

A. Decay in Flight \ . 

. As the time of transit of the meson, in· its own frame," from the 

source· to the detectors is not negligible compared to its mean life of 
8 27,28 

2.6 x 10- sec., a small fraction of the n- and n+ IlJesons will 

decay before reaching' the dete·ctor. The evidence is now fairly good 

+ . 41 . 
that both Tr and n- mesons have the-same mean life; therefore, the 

fraction which decay is the same in either case.-- The· correctiohthat 

was applied to the data is shown in Fig. 15. The correction is small 

--rangirig from 5 percent at low energies to2.5 'percent 'at high; . 

therefore, even if the n- and rr+ mean lives differ slightly this will 
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have very,little effect on the results. 

This correction. should not be applied to theTl'':" ~ coincidence crys-

tal detection. In thi.s method of detection, the decay f.L: mE3son~ may 

open the time gate in.place of the original Tl' meson. The;velocityof 

the f.L meson,; which always corresponds to an energy of. ejection of about 

6 Mev in the '11 meson frame,is usually small in comparison with the '11 

meson vel9ci tyso that the traj ectory is very close to the me whicll would 

have been taken by the '11 meson. If one neglects the different range

energy relationship for the f.L mesons, the density of mesons in the 

detector should equal that expected for the '11 mesons had they not de-
. . . " 

cayed. In the case of bombardment of hydrogen one should, therefo~e, 

apply no correction. However, in the case of the bombardment of deu-

terium, additional gates are opened by the f.L- mesons from the decay of 

the '11- mesons. Thus, too many gates are opened and one should subtract 

this: number from the total to get the true number of ~ + mes'ons that 

were emitted from the target. 

B. Slit Penetration 

The geometry factor, G(~), was calculated on the basis of perfectly 

oJ: a que stits to the '11 mesons. This is obviously an oversimplification 

as some mesons of high energy may penetrate the slit and still have 

enough energy to reach the detectors; these mesons will then be ob-

served at a lower meson energy. It is clear that this effect will be 

. negligible if the slit aperature is very wide, but quite large if it is 

narrow. One. of the design. requirements, . therefore, was a wide. aper-

ture.. The second requirement was a very high density material for the 

slit system in order to degrade the meson energy in a short length of 

path,. 
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For ihe'c&lculi..tion 6f'the correctiorl, a ;rectarigular;eri~;gydis

tributionvVasas'sume'dvVhidh gi~es an approximate fit to 'the bbser:~ed 

spectrum." it "given 'meson 'detection energy,' 'E~is cbnsid~red; into its 

energy"i'rlterval aE' will come mes'ons' from all h:igher energies which' pa.ss 

through a 'thickness': of the slit sufficient to degrade their' energies 

the proper amount. By assuming the square spectrum a great sfuplifica-

tioll in ;calculation :occurs, because then the' same nUmber of mesons come 

into ith'edE interval from each of the other 'energies. The problem can 

now be treated as an increase in solid angle which occurs by removing a 

port':ion of the' sl:!' t to the line drawn along the traj ectory of the 

highest energy meson. This ,process was repeated for several different 

energiesand'the curves of 'Fig. 15 'were drawn. This 'calculation could 

b~ made considering, the details of the spectrum; however, the correc

'tion was at most about 15 percent at the lowest energies in'the 45° 

spectrum, and this ca.lculation would involve only a second. order cor-

'rection to' the one from the rectangular distribution. 

c. Multiple Scattering 

A consideration in the de,sign of, the coll;i.mationsys~em was to 

prevent electrons and mesons from scattering off the edge~of the slit 

system into the nuclear emulsions or the crystal detectors,. In the 
, } -

case of the emulsions, this 'was accomplished by scanning only, the "area 
• . I . . 

of the emulsion that was in the shadow of the straight edge of the slito 

This was nearly accomplished in tnecase of the crystais, also'," as only 

a small fraction of the volUme oithe crystal in which the mesons 

stopped protruded out of the shadow. 
t . ,. ' 

For the emulsion detection the condition' for "poor geometry" was 

sat:isfied~ The'front ~dge of the emulsion was in contact witp the lead 
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absorber and the thickness of the emulsion, about 2 ,x 10-2 om" was very 

, small compared to the height of the lead absorber; 4.5 cm. In t,he plane 

of the emulsion the absorber may be considered almost, of infinite extent. 

The r.m.S. displacements for n mesons due, tomultiple,scatteri~g in the 
21,22 

different lead absorbers and 1.27 cm of glass were calculateq.., Fo!" 

low: energy mesons of 40 Mev :the r.m.S. displacement was found to be 0.4 

em. For- the high energy mesons of 150 Mev it was 2.1cm. ,As the half-

width of the absorber was 2.25, cm the net loss of n mesons to the detec-

tor is negligible. 

, For the crystal coincidence detection the poor, geometry condition 

was not entirely satisfied. The reasons for this were: 1) the center 

of the f,inal crystal was about 4.4 cm from the back edge of the lead 

absorber. 2) "Although the lead abs~rbers had almost infinite extent in 

the plane of the collimator, they were only, slightly larger than ,the 

crystals in the direction perpendicular to this plane. 

In order to calculate the fraction of meSons which were lost to 

the detector by multiple scattering, the distribution function of 
21 22 

Eyges and the calculations of Foldy were used., ,This function was 

then numerically integrated through the absorber in the direction per-

pendicular to the plane of the collimating system for various points on 

the detector and for various initial meson energies. The resulting 

correction fact~rs for the data ar~ shown in Fig. 15. 

D. Nuclear Interactions- in Absorbers 

I, The n mesons in traversing matter may interact vvith the nuclei. 

Because these mesons may b,e absorbed, or may undergo large angle scat-

tering, ,they will not ,r~ach the qetector. Furthermore, -even if the 

"poor,geometry" condition,is satisfied for, large angle scattering, the 
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,mesonsscattere'd" at':large angles will be so' reduced irienergy by'the 

titriethey:reach:the,detedtor'that they will 'be observed 'at an 'energy 

lovierithan'those whic'h"d:i!d 'not undergo the large' scattering~r 'At' :the 

, 'present 'time, the 'evidence is' fairly good that the cr'ossseCiion i fbr 

these nuclear events for rr mesons in flight traversing matter is'6f the 

of ' " , "'I ,,42,43,44, ',' 1 order ageometrica nuclear area. 'The values of nuc ear 

areas found' 'from' high energy neutron s~cattering exper:iments were used 

,in' obtaining this correction :factor. 45,,46 This' cdrrection varie's from 

about: 8 percent at 'a rr 'm'eson energy of 35 MEl'V to 85 percent 'at 150 Me G"" . ~ 
Wherever this correction has been applied to the data, it has been 

indicated by a dotted line. 

E. Line Source 
.'- .-, 

The source of rr mesons has been treated as a line source. This is 

a good approximation as the spread of the photon beam at the target, 
. ! ~." . ." .' 

0.56 inch to 0.71 inch, was small compared to the distance of the 

~e~ter line.?f the target to the center of the detector, 9.2 inches. 

In addition, the intensity of the photon beam fal1s to :).ess than half 
" i' 

intensity at 0.5 inch from its center. Solid angle calculations made 

by integrating over the whole volume of target bombarded by the photons 

sh'ould differ by less than 1 percent from those made for the line 

source. >.,', 

F. Photon and Meson Energy Loss in the Target 

The,photon beam tra,versed 0.85 gram per cm2 of stainless steel in 

the end of the target and 1.9 gram per crn2 of deuteriUm from the fr'ont 

to the' tear of the'taiget.The photon beam is attenuated by less than 

4 percent in the 'target end wall and by le~s than 2 percent ;Irithe 24 

inches of 'path length:in 'deuterium or hydrogen. 'The:4percerit 16ss is 
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negligible compared to the absolute error in beam monitoring.' The 2 

percent loss over the entire length of the target that might,affect 

relative values between the 1350 angle and, 45 0 is considerably les,s 

than tlle statistics; and of the same order of accuracy as the relative 

beam monitoring,. 

,The energy loss of Tr mesons in the gas of the target is less .than' 

one Mev for all" but the lowest ener,gy mesons. This gives a maximum 

uncertainty to the meson energy, due to target, of less than ,2 Mev. 

This is small compared to the detector energy widths which range from 

5 to 20 Mev. 

VII. RESULTS 

A. Minus-Plus Ratio for Deuterium 

The values for the ~atip of the number of Tr- to Tr+ mesons observed 

at an angle of ~mlssion of 450 are plotted in Fig. 15 as a' function of 

the Tr meson energy. The mean of the values at 450 , 900 , and the mean 

of all of the data are given in Table V. The errors given in' Table V 

and the following tables are standard deviations due to statistics, 

only. 

Table V. Mean minus-plus ratios from deuterium 

Angle 9 Mean energy Experimental Ratio Experimental Ratio 
(Mev) (Alternate Method) 

450 61 0.96,:!: 0.11 0.98 ,:!: 0.13 

900 70 0.98,:!: 0.14 1.08,:!: 0.19 

450 and 900 0.97 + - 0.09 1.0l,:!: 0.12 

If systematic errors in the p~ate reading exist, .they would tend 

.to lower this ratio slightly. , These ratios show no variation within 

statistics with the energy or angle 9f emission of the Tr mesons. That 

" 
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the' ratio is c;:Lose to one is in agreement with the, ref?ults,oi' ;Littauer 
" . , . ,',;',' 

" 7 
: and Wal)<er 'wh,o fo~da;value of 1.19 .:t, p,.12for a m:eson ~mer~of, 50 

Mev and, angle ofemi!3,sioll o£ 1350 • 

B. Energy D:tstributionsfrom' Hydrogen and' Deuteri~m' at:135c,900~nd 450 

. .' . ' . ~ . 

The energy distributions for Tf mesons from hydrogen and deut'erium 

we;~' calculated in cm2', per Me~~ per' steradia~ per equivaient quantum, 

per proton as indicated in Section V. Corrections have. beenm~de for 

de~ay in flight, slit penetration' and muitiple scatteri~g. ,The results 
, " 

are plotted in Figs. 17 and '18 f~r the energy distril:iut'ionsof ~'+ mesons 

at 1350 and 900 respectively. On each of these' figu.:resappears separ-
. . 

ately the energy distribution obtained by Tl-IJ., TC-r.> andn-IJ.-[?' detection. 

" 
The combined data is also plotted. In Fig. 19 is plotted the energy 
, " , ~ 

distribution fo~ Tf + and rr- mesons at 45 0 • Smooth curves ha.ve been 

drawn through the combined data points and extrap~lated to zero for 

purposes of integration. These same curves were superimposec3, upon the 

data from the separate ,detection methods, for the purpose of intercom-

parison. Wher;ever apo:i,nt app~ars for rr- data, ,the ,cross secti(;m"is 

u~der st 09d to be, per, neutron in the tar get instead, of per proton. 

The absolute. cross !3ection scale was fixed by emulsion detection 

data frolllhydrogen and deuterium,. The relat:ive, values oft1].e hydrogen 

",' to, deuterium energy di~tributions, at 900 and 1350
, as obtained b;V crys-

tal detection, were no'talter~d,by th-is emu,lsion normalization.. ,The

tails on the en~rgy distributions, which appear at meson.ene7gies above 

;~"tl:;l.at allowed by .con~ervation of energy 1?-nd momentum at the an,g:l,e, 9, 

;, . are due to those mesons which are allowed through, theoollimating, sys

tem' at smaller angles than 9. The shape of the spectrum at 90° compares 

11,12 
fav,orably with ,that of previous experimenters 'when the tail, due 
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to mesonsfroin smaller angles, is, taken into' account. Theabsolute 

. 47 
value of the peak of the spectrum agrees with that cif,B~shop for n+ 

11,12 
mesons from liquid hydrogen but is 1.5 times the published value'.' 

The ener~y spectrum for hydrogen lies above that for deuterium at each 

of the angles of 450 ,900 and 1350 • The combined data are plotted in 

Fi~. 20 for each of the angles along with curves that are corrected for 

nuclear~bsorption. 

~he relative photon beam integration for the experiment is consid

ered to be g,ood to 2 percent. However, the uncertainty in absolute 

integration might be as large as 20 percent. The absolute values also 

have an uncertainty of 5 percent which comes from the.absolute measure-
" 

ments of emulsion thicknesses. The relative uncertainties of plate 

thicknesses are only about 2 percent. These uncertainties are present, 

also, in the following results. 

C. Differential Cross Sections 

'The areas under the curves of Fig. 20 were found by numerical 

integration. The values obtained for n+ mesons are given in Table VI. 

These would be changed somewhat by a different extrapolation to zero 

energy. -The 'errors gi-tren are standard deviations based only on the 

statistics of the energy regions covered by the experiment. Thevalue 

at '450 reiative to thevaltles at 900 and 135° are only as good as the 

statistics of the emulsion normalizati011, about 10 percent. 
; , 

The values of Table VI are plotted in Fig. 2L Smooth curves were 

drawn- t'hrough the points for the purpose 6f integration. The curves 

which include the correction for nuclear interactions is also plotted • 

. ',<. 
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Table VI. 'Differential cross sections for + ' 
n mesons from deuterium and hydrogen 

do-(9) (steradia~)-l 
'" 

Ed~~ ) corrected 9 cm2 
dn. .'". 

f'· . 

(eq~i~alent quantum)-l 
" '.'-

Corrected for 
-

, (proton) -;1 " ' Nucl~a~Absorpt:ion 

Deuterium 1350 . , 4.3 + 0.3 x 10-30 4.8 + 0.3, x 10-30 - -
900 , 5.5 + O~J - 6.7 + 

-' 
0.4 

450 , 4·5 ,!0.4 5.5 + 0.5 

Hydrogen, " "1350 5.4 + 0.2 6.0 + 0.2 , . ' , -
900 7.4 + 0.3 . ,9.l,! o.} . 

/ 

45 0 5.5 + 0.4' " 7.1 + Q.5 " -

D • Total Cross Sections 

The total cross sections for n+ mesons from hydrogen and deuterium 

were found by integrating the differential cross sections of Fig. 21 

~ 

over the solid angle. In add,ition to the uncertainties listed previously 

there is the uncertainty due to the Emtrapolation ,over angles for which 

the differential cross sections were not obtained. Since the solid 

angle approaches zero at 00 and 1800 , and since the differential cross 

sections apparently ?rop at large and small angles, this extrapolation 

introduces a smaller error than it otherwise woulq.. The total cross 

sections are given in Table VII. 

Target 

'Deuterium 

Hydrogen' . 

Table VII. Total cross sections for n+ mesons 
from deuterium and hydrogen 

-
cm2 (equivalent.quantum)-l -'or orr corrected 

(proton) -1 Corrected for 
Nuc] ear Absorption 

6.l,! 0.3 x 10-29 7.7 + 0.3, x 10-29 

7.8 ,! 0.2 9.5,! 0.3 
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E. Ratios of Cross Sections of Deuterium to Hydrogen 

The ratios of the cross sections for the prodllction ofn+mesons 

from deuterium and hydrogen in cm2 .per Mev, per steradian, per equiva

, .:; ient quantum, per proton have. been calculated for several energies at 

each of the three angles, 45°, 90° and 135°. i These values are plotted 

in Fig. 22. The ratios at 135° and 90° are dependent only on relative 

counting efficiencies, relative·beam monitoring, and number of target 

protons per cm3 that were bombarded, .and are therefore independent of 

the absolute beam monitoring. The ratio at 45 0 has, in addition, the 

uncertainty of 2 percent in relative plate thicknesses. For these 

ratios, therefore, the largest uncertainties are given by the statistics. 

At each of the three angles, it is fairly certain that the ratios 

are less than one. The statistics are not good enough to establish a 

dependence on energy. At 90° where both emulsion and counter data were 

obtained, it is gratifying that the ratios agree. At a meson energy of 
7 

50 Mev and angle of emission of 1350 , Littauer and Walker found a 

ratio of 0.87 .::t 0.08. The corresponding value in Fig. 21 is in good 

agreement with this. 

The ratios of the differential cross sections for n+ meson produc-

tion are ghien in Table VIII. The ratios there and in Fig. 23 have not 

been corrected for nuclear interaction. If nuclear interaction were 

included, the 1350 and 900 ratios would remain unchanged, but the 450 

ratio w.ould be increased by 4 percent. These ratios are dependent .on 

the relative'shapes of the energy distributions in the extrapolated 

energy, regions where data was not obtained. As the. hydrogen apddeu-

terium energy distributions appeart,o have about the same shape the 

error introduced in the extrapolated regions is probably not large. 

The experimental value of' the ratio of the total cross sections is 
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" Table VIII.' Ratios of diff~rentialcrdss sections' 
for fT+ mesons from deuterium and hydrogen 

, " ", 

~) dn D 
Angle @ 

(dcr(9)~ " 

dn. H 

450 0.81 .:t 0.10 

900 0.~5 ! 0.05 

1350 0.80,.:t 0.06 

0.78 .:t 0.03. In' 'this case the value is dependent on there1ati ve shapes 

of the energy spectra at angles which wei-e' not measured and the a'ssump

tion of similar shapes of the spectra become suspect. Systematic errors 

. due to this could cause unc'ertainties larger than the statistical un-

certainty. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS " 

The evidence presented in the preceding section seemsfaiily posi-

tive that the minus-plus ratio from deuterium is'closeto one and that 

:it is relatively insensitive to the meson energy or an:gle 'of emission.~ 

As'the deuteron consists of a loosely bound neutron and proton, it is 

difficult to see how nuclear structure·can affect this ratio to any 

extent, either in changing the free nucleon-meson interaction or in 

absorption or other interactions of the fT mesons before leaving the 

nucleus. If the neutron then acts as a free particle, except for the 

small binding energy and the· exclusion principle effects, the photo-

meson production prodess must"be essentially independent' of the charge 

carried by the nucleon, 'other thah determining the sign of the meson ~ 

produced. 
, ,9 

, Theoretical calculations by Brueckiler, based on the ~urrents due-

" 
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to the ,charges of the moving protons and, mesons, ,yield minus-plus 

values which are greater than one and show angle and energy dependence. 

However, when he used an interaction of the photon with the anomalous 

magnetic moments of the nucleons, he obtained minus-plus ratios that 

were essentially one, independent of angle and energy. This suggests 

that the photon interaction with moving charges is not sufficient to 

explain the ratio and that the photon interaction with the magnetic 

-, moments of the nucleons is important in the production process. 
~--. 

Meson theories, in general, have not been successful in explaining 

either nuclear forces or meson production.' The. pseudo-scalar theory 

has, in some instances, given reasonable qualitative agreement with 

theory,but has not been capable of making quantitative prediction. 

The phenomenological approach which has recently been taken by 

several investigators, although less fundamental to the problem of 

meson.;;.nucleon interactions" seems capable of making quantitative pre-

dictions. .,Of special interest, is the theor~tical work of Chew and 
17 

Lewis on the production of photomesons from deuterium. 

They have considered the reaction for photomeson production from a 

. free proton-

and from a deuteron' 

k + H :~n + rr+ o 

-- 2p + Ti

l l -
S, c1' • 

The deuteron is initially 2:? the 3S state (96 perc~nt). Asthe 

final state 'of the two neutrons must be antisymmetric, they can be 

1 3 ' only in the S, P,. • . •• states. Unless the proton in the deuteron 

flips its spin in the reaction, the available phase space is reduced 
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and, th~ cross section is down .relative to tl:J.e cross. sectionf·or produc-
" " 

.tion.' fr.om a, free proton. 

In·additi.on .tothe· reduction because of the,exclusipn, effept;s" the 

cross section will be reduced because of the binding in:the ,deuteron . 

. For t:he case of the bombardment of a free proton by a !,~oton pf 

energy, ko"at an.angle of emission, 9, the meson energy, EO if! speciTT 

fied by conservation of energy and momentum. In-the .case of bombardment 

of a deuteron, the meson energy is no longer specified but w"illhave a 

spectrum with its most probable value at E~. Chew and Lewis find that 

the ratio of the cross sections of deuterium to hydrogen, for a partic-

ular ko and 9, is of the form 

d<J(9,ko)D =a(9,ko) '1£012 + b(9,ko) Ifff 
da(9,ko)H If ol2 + Ifll2 

where fo is the amplitude for non-spin flip of the proton and fl is the 

amplitude for spin 

.. the cross sections 

flip. By an accurate measurement of the ratio of 

the experimenter could determine' I IJfll~ 12 ' the 
fo + fl 

fraction of protons that flip their spins. Since,the pseudoscalar 

meson theory involves a spin interaction, a measurement of the spin 

flip probability could be used as a check ori the theory. 

Monochromatic photon beams of sufficient energy for meson produc-

tion are not available. ijowever, if the deuteron spectrum is quite 
'-

sharp the photons' of an energy not equal to ko in the bremsstrahlung 

beamwill:not contribute appreciably to the number of mesons at a 

particular angle, 9, and energy of the meson, ETT,.and the above equa-

tion should apply. 

In one method used by Chew and Lewis for calculating a and b, the 

final state of the two neutron's must be specified. Plane waves for the 

.r 
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outgoing neutrons were chosen'in order,to simplify the calcul'a:tions 

although there will be some interaction in thelldjrieutron.rr:Thisneg-

lectdf the" "scattering" of the two' neutrons tends to underestimate 

slightly the ratio of the cross' sections.· 

Another method, suggested by Chew and Lewis for evaluating a and 

b, makes use of the closure principle in such a way that the "wave -

'functions of the final neutrons can r.emain unspecified.' . This' method 

,tends to 'overestimate the ratio slightly. 

In order to have alargeexlusion effect, the relative momentum 

of the two outgoing neutrons must be small. Unfortunately, 'this' occurs 

at small angles to the photon beam direction where the background>due 

to electrons is very high. At angles where the exclusion effect is 

large, the deuterium spectrum is also sharp and the bremsstrahlung beam 

'should 'not present a problem. 

'The functional form of a and bhas been evaluated by the above 

authors~ by the first method and a and b have been computed ,for a few 

cases. These ratios appear in Table IX. Although the deuterium spec

trum at 900 is probably not sharp, and, therefore, the computations may 

not be applicable, they have been included in Table IX. 

9-

900 

45 0 

Table IX. Values of "all and "b" 
for· deuterium-hydrogen ratio 

k 0 (Mev) En (Mev) a 
-"._-- ~ 

211 40 0.64 

260 70 0.76 

192 40 0.56 

227 70 0.66 

b 

0.76 

0.84 
--

0.79 

0.91 

. i,. 

It is at once apparent, if one compares the spread in the theoreti-

cal values with the experimental statistics, that the data is not 

accurate enough to distinguish between flip and non-flip at either 900 
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or 450 • However, there is qualit'ative agreement between theory and 

experim~nt .,'.The,agr~ement is close ; enough .thatone . i$ encour?:ged 

either to ()bta:i,n' considerably more data at ,.45 0 ,or, to att.empt, to measure 

the rat.iq :at,a roue? sma~l~r angle to the photon beamwh.ere the differ

ence in the t4'eoretical values for spin flip, and ,non-spin ~lip is .. 

. greater and ,ther,efore the 'statistics needed ane less. 
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XI. ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the essential experimental c~mp'onents. 
'. ~ ; < 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the experimental equipment showing the gas 'target, 
" 

collimating system, detectors, and gas pumping system. 

Fig. 3. Assembly of the gas target. 

Fig.,4. Schematic drawing of the gas pumping system. 
, ;. 

Fig. 5. Photograph of a close-up view of the gas target, collimating 

system, and detectors. 

Fig. 6. Schematic drawing of a vertical sectio~ through the target and 

the collimating system,with the detectors in position. 

Fig. 7. 
",' 

'Schematic drawing of a horizontal section throu'gh the targ'et 

and ,the collimating system with the detecto:r;s in posi,tion. 

Fig. 8. Plot of the angular distributio~ of rr+and ~mesons for the 45 0 

, and 900 c9llimating systems demonstrating tl'J.eang~ularresolu

tion. The mesons .have a mean energy of 70 Mev. The angles 

were measured at 200 microns back from their endings. The 

dotted line represents the calculated resolution neglecting 

multiple scattering., The heavy black lines are located ~t the 

r .. m. s. angle ,of the ,distribution if multi,ple scattf3ring i~ 

included. 

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the electronics used in the crys;t:,al coinci-

,dence detection. 
, . , 

Fig. 10. Depth distribution of rr'~, ~, f and, ~+ meson endings. 

Fig. 11. Projected track length distribution of rr-~, G, f and ~+ mesons. 

The track lengths were measured from their endings, back to the 

point where they entered or left the emulsion. The track 

lengths were measured to only 10 percent accuracy. The curve 

on the ~+ meson range distribution plot is the expected distri-
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buti'onbased on normalization betv,een50 a.~d 500 micron ranges • 

.. , Fig. 12. Distribution in angle "of the rt;;'fJ., '0"', p'and \-i.+' mesons from deu-

. teriilin for the 450 collimating system': . The angles were measured 

at the:point where they entered theem1l1sion;or 200 microns 

. back from 'their ending, which~ver was the shorter.. The 

abscissa is the angle to the beam direction; 

Fig. 13. Distribution in angle of the n-jJ.,p, and !J.+' mesons from hydro

'gen forihe 45 0 c6liimating system: The~ngles'were measUred 

at the point where they entered 'the emulsion, or' 200 microns 

back from their ending, whichever was the shorter. The ab

scissa is the angle to the beam direction.' 

Fig.· 14. Schematic drawing of the line source' and detector element~' 
/ 

Fig. 15. Curves showing theccirI'ection factors 'applied to 'the data for 

time afflight, slit penetration; and multiple scattering. 

These are given fbrthecoincidencecrystal detection at 900 

and 1350 , and for the emulsion detection at 45 0 and 900
• No 

correctionfoI' multiple scattering was necessary in the case of 

emulsion detection. 

Fig. 16. Plot 6fthe minus-plus ratio for 'deuterium versus the meson 

energy at 45 0 • One point 'is included for 900 . 

Fig;; 17. Energy distributions at 1350 to the beam direction for n+ mesons 

from deuterium and hydrogen. Separate plots are shown for n-\-i., 

ri-f,>, andn-jJ.-p coincidence crystal detection. The combined 

data plot is also shown. A smooth curve was drawtl on the com-

bined data plot for purposes of integration; . This curve was 

drawn ontheot'her plots for the purpose of intercom paris on .' 

The dotted line has been extrapolated into zero energy. 

Fig. 18. Energy distributions at 900 to the beam direction for n+ mesons 
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from deuterium and hydrogen. Separate plots, are s,h,own. for TT-~, 

TT-~" and TT-:-~-r.> coincidence c;rys'tfal detection., The combined ,data 

plot is also sho~n. Three points from emulsion detection are 

plotted. A smooth curve was drawn on the combined data plot 

for purposes of integration. This curve was drawn on the other 

plots for the purpose of intercomparison. The dotted line has 

been extrapolated into'zeroenergy. 

Fi:g., 19. Energy distributions at 45 0 to the beam direction for TT+ and TT 

mesons fromdeuter~um and TT+ mesons from hydrogen. A smooth 
~.: ! • 

curve was drawn through the points for the purposes of integra-

tion. The dotted line has been extrapolated into zero energy. 

Fig. 20. lntercomparison of the data at 1350 , 900 and 45 0 for cieuterium 

and hydrogen respectively. The curves which have been corrected 
" .. 

for nuclear interactions in the absorbers ~ave also been in-

eluded. Thecrciss section for nuclear interactions was taken 

as one nuclear area. 

F'ig. 21. Differential cross sections for TT + mesons from deuterium and 

hydrogen. Smooth curves were drawn for the purpose of integra-

tion and extrapolated into 00 and 1800 • The curves which have 

been co~rected for nuclear interactions in the absorbers have 

also been included. The cross section for nuclear interactions 

was taken as one nuclear area. 

Fig. 22. Ratios of the cross sections (which are given in cm2 per Mev 

per steradian per equivalent quantum per proton) for TT+ mesons 

from deuterium and hydrogen. 

Fi.g. 23. Ratios of the differential cross sections for TT + mesons from 

deuterium and hydrogen. 
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